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FirstWave Financial’s DeVries, Kirk author ‘The Brighter Future 401(k)’
By Ken Datzman

SATELLITE BEACH — Is the hope of

retirement out of reach for millions of

working middle–class Americans? Saving

money for the long term has not been a

strength of U.S. consumers.

“There is a real retirement–savings crisis

in America. Almost half of all Americans,

45 percent, have no retirement savings. It’s

very scary, especially with the fragile state of

Social Security,” said Robert M. DeVries, a

Retirement Plan Specialist and

WealthCoach at FirstWave Financial Inc.

He and colleague Thomas L. Kirk, the

founder and chairman of FirstWave

Financial, have authored a new book on

retirement planning that is mainly designed

for employers, but provides many helpful

resources and tools for employees, too, giving

them a better understanding of their

responsibility and what it takes to fund a

sustainable retirement.

“A lot of people have a hard time concep-

tualizing what it is that they have to do in

order to retire comfortably, and that’s where

we come in,” said industry veteran DeVries,

who earned his bachelor’s degree from the

University of Michigan and an MBA in

finance from the Stern School of Business at

New York University. “We use what we call

‘compassionate education’ to help people

make smart choices to get to where they

need to go in retirement.”

The authors wrote “The Brighter Future

401(k)” as a “handbook for employers who

want to impact employee behavior and

encourage their employees to save for their

retirement.”

“We are really excited about the new book

because as a firm our goal is to help people

plan for their futures and help them be able

to live the life they dream about in retire-

ment,” said Certified Financial Planner and

WealthCoach Laura Chiesman, president of

FirstWave Financial.

“Being able to magnify that by engaging

companies that employ from 20 to hundreds

of people gives us the opportunity to make

big impacts on a larger group of people’s

lives,” said Chiesman.
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Need to lower your insurance costs?

Individuals, Small & Large Employers

Cynthia R. Dropeski, RHU, REBC, GBDS, President, 32 years experience
Julie Chiles, Agent, VP Client Services, 14 years experience

Tonya Snodgrass, Agent, Sr. Account Manager, 15 years experience

info@intercoastalinsurance.com
690 Eau Gallie Blvd. Melbourne, FL 32935

321-253-2662

ACA Certified
Let us provide You with a

free analysis of all your benefits!

We have the expertise to answer your questions regarding ACA requirements
and Small Group Plans. Intercoastal Insurance, Inc. has many partners enabling

us to provide you with the most competitive rates and benefits. We provide
business solutions with a service oriented approach for small and large employers.
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UCF to establish permanent sea turtle research field station on the Archie Carr National Wildlife Refuge

By Zenaida Gonzalez Kotala
UCF News & Information

ORLANDO — The University of Central Florida and

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service have reached a historic

agreement that will establish a permanent conservation

research facility along the Brevard County coastline.

UCF has run a sea turtle monitoring and research

program on the beaches of the Archie Carr National

Wildlife Refuge in southern Brevard County for more than

30 years. UCF findings about sea turtle behavior are

among the reasons the refuge was created in 1990. In

recent years, UCF biologists and their students have used

facilities at the refuge as a base from which they do most of

their work, which includes early morning and overnight

beach surveys.

The new agreement gives the university more control

and responsibility for the existing property onsite, estab-

lishes a protocol that will allow UCF to build research

facilities and a plan that will give UCF oversight of the

facilities for 40 years or more.

“This agreement cements a decades–old partnership

between the University of Central Florida and U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service,” said College of Sciences Dean

Michael Johnson, who worked with a team from the

college to make the agreement happen. “I am thrilled at

the opportunity that this gives us to shape the future

science of marine turtle conservation.”

The two groups worked about two years to reach the

historic agreement.

“This kind of arrangement has never been done before,

but the long and beneficial relationship with UCF and its

researchers gave us cause to pursue it. We look forward to

continuing to work closely with UCF for the benefit of sea

turtles and other conservation research efforts for decades

to come,” said Bill Miller, refuge manager for Archie Carr

National Wildlife Refuge.

Biologist and assistant professor Kate Mansfield who

leads the UCF Marine Turtle Research Group is “thrilled.”

She and her team of students spend June to November

counting sea turtle nests and eggs. The turtles lay the eggs

under starlight, so the researchers work late into the night

and early morning. The team also conducts research in the

Indian River Lagoon near the Sebastian Inlet, checking on

the health of juvenile sea turtles and learning about their

reproductive habits.

Currently she and her students work in tight quarters

of the Fish and Wildlife Services’ Caretta House. The new

agreement ensures the researchers continued access to the

house, but also gives the university permission to build two

structures — a building with a wet/dry lab and instruc-

tional space, including a conference room, and a crew

house with overnight accommodations. The Fish and

Wildlife Service will continue to have use of the current

and future facilities to conduct refuge business.

“The Brevard County portion of the Archie Carr

National Wildlife Refuge that we monitor is one of the

most important nesting beaches in the Western Hemi-

sphere,” Mansfield said. “We count over 20,000 nests on

this stretch of beach in any given season. With the huge

numbers of green sea turtle nests we are encountering in

recent years, the turtles really keep us busy.”

The agreement was announced in the middle of sea

turtle nesting season.

“The intensive sea turtle nest monitoring by the

University of Central Florida’s Marine Turtle Research,

led by Dr. Llewellyn Ehrhart in central and south Brevard

County, ultimately resulted in the creation of the Archie

Carr National Wildlife Refuge,” said Ann Marie Lauritsen,

southeast sea turtle coordinator for the Fish and Wildlife

Service. “The partnership between the refuge and the

University of Central Florida has secured the long–term

protection of the most significant loggerhead nesting

habitat in the Western Hemisphere in additional to being

the training ground for many sea turtle conservationists.

UCF must raise $5 million within the next five years to

construct the new buildings. In the meantime, the UCF

turtle crew will continue using the current building just

across U.S. Highway A1A from the Archie Carr beaches.

The service said it will be working with its UCF

partners to ensure the public is informed throughout the

planning process because public input is key to a successful

project. The service plans to provide many opportunities to

gain a wide range of perspectives.

UCF is home to important leaders in sea turtle research

and conservation biology. The new center will provide a

home to expand that research to study the entire life cycle

of these endangered and mysterious creatures that spend

most of their lives at sea, which is one of Mansfield’s goals.

“The agreement with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

gives me peace of mind and will provide an excellent home

base for our summer interns and my graduate students,”

Mansfield said. “I envision a center for whole–life–history

research that will foster collaboration and conservation by

providing space for visiting researchers, office space for

federal turtle folks, and space for sea turtle working groups

to meet.”

While sea turtle research will be the brunt of the work

conducted at this site, once the new space is built, UCF

expects to broaden its research to other coastal conserva-

tion areas including studies about the endangered

southeastern beach mouse, scrub jays and gopher tortoises

that also call the Archie Carr Refuge home.

The agreement is especially significant because UCF is

also working to create a Sustainable Coastal Systems focus

at the university. The goal is to bring together biologists,

chemists and engineers with anthropologists, sociologists,

political scientists, planners, emergency managers, and

economists to better integrate science and social needs into

more effective environmental stewardship. This includes

environmental and hazard mitigation planning and public

policy development by linking the ecological security of

coastal ecosystems with the economic security of coastal

communities.

“Archie Carr NWR is considered the preeminent sea

turtle refuge in the United States,” Miller said. “Sea turtle

conservation efforts are best delivered through a partner-

ship approach to conservation where all who care deeply

about the fate of our sea turtle populations are involved.

Our partnership with UCF helps bolster science discovery

at a time when understanding the fate of our sea turtle

populations from many threats including the consequences

of climate change is most needed. We also, as a commu-

nity, continue to help carry forward Mr. Carr’s legacy and

vision of a refuge for sea turtles.”
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l Get eight hours of restful sleep.

l Meditate for 30 minutes.

l Exercise for 1 hour. (30 minutes cardio, 15 minutes

stretching and 15 minutes of strength training.)

l Have a full breakfast. (That’s got to take 30 minutes,

right?)

l Get ready for work, 1 hour.

l Drive to work, that’s another 30 minutes.

l Work without distractions for nine hours (with an hour

for lunch).

l Drive home, another 30 minutes.

l Take our daughter to dance class. (That takes 15

minutes both ways, so 30 more minutes).

l Uninterrupted dinner with the whole family, 1½ hours.

l Television? Isn’t that why you have a Roku and HBO Go?

2 hours.

I will stop there because I am already at 25 hours and

we have not even gotten to putting the kids to bed, reading,

cleaning the house, answering emails that cannot wait

until tomorrow, helping with homework, spending time

with friends…the list goes on and on.

Here’s the point. It is time we just admit that every-

thing is only good for a bagel.

According to a 2015 study by the World Mental Health

Society, Americans were the most anxious society in the

industrialized world. About 18 percent, or nearly one in

five, Americans have suffered from or will suffer from

anxiety at an annual total cost of $42 billion dollars a year.

People with anxiety disorder are five times more likely to

visit a doctor and there has long been evidence to support

that being anxious leads to other physical illnesses. We are

literally worrying ourselves sick.

Author Kevin Chapman, an assistant professor of

clinical psychology and director of the CAFÉ Brain

Research Lab at the University of Louisville has two ideas

as to why we are so anxious in our desire to have it all.

The first is something called “normalcy bias.” Normalcy

bias is generally considered a reaction to a traumatic event

like a hurricane or tornado. When faced with impending

doom, victims can pretend like it is not happening and

ignore the dangers. It is the worst kind of wishful thinking

and can be dangerous. People who think they need to have

it all can also suffer from a form of normalcy bias. Their

desire to have it all can force them into tremendous debt,

cause them to sleep too little, or try to take on too much.

All in an effort to “keep up with the Joneses.”

Essentially, even when faced with the reality of our

shortcomings and the need to change or modify our lives,

we pretend everything is okay so we can maintain an

appearance of perfection and having it all.

Author Lexi Herrick outlined in her 2015 article for the

Huffington Post how this normalcy bias can manifest itself

on social media and make it worse. According to your news

feed it is pretty obvious your friends are perfect and have

everything. They always look great, have wonderful, loving

relationships, party nonstop, travel to exotic locales, eat

the best food while on the perfect diet, are fitness gym rats

with hyper–cute and competent kids and puppies, and

have the nicest clothes.

It’s true, your Facebook friends are just cooler and more

perfect than you are. This normalcy bias based on false

pretenses creates a mirage of sorts. We know this is not

true. Heck, we were just eating lunch with those people

and their lives are a mess. But we allow ourselves to buy

into it because we project the same sense of perfection, too.

The other major factor, according to Chapman, is

achievement motivation. We all desire to be at our best

and to lead great lives of purpose and direction. I do not

know a single 5–year–old who desires to be confined to a

cubicle pumping out reports or working as a sales repre-

sentative for a company. Kids want to be firefighters,

dancers, or the president.

Achievement motivation posits that when we strive for

and get something we covet as high achievement then we

will be happier and more fulfilled. The problem is these

high expectations are reserved for a very few and some-

times the road to high achievement is blocked by other

factors such as personal ability, family obligations and the

talents of others. We tend to convince ourselves that we are

more worthy than others are for jobs, promotions and

opportunities, and our ability to self–evaluate is poor.

As a kid I was sure I was going to be a great shooting

guard for the North Carolina Tar Heels basketball team. I

did not factor in that I was too short, slow, could not shoot,

and also had never played organized basketball in my life.

I was just really, really good in my driveway. Needless to

say, I did not even make the first cut.

Achievement motivation can add to our anxiety when

we fail to meet our personal expectations. This shortfall

can make us realize we might not have it all as we

envisioned at 5 years old. This can be demotivating and

add to our anxiety.

But there is hope.

I find hope in the Everything Bagel. I love its simplicity,

its balance. I love that it is less expensive than other

breakfast choices and that it satisfies without making me

too full.

We can look to our lives for the same kind of everything

balance. Chapman acknowledges that when people

understand their personal expectations and limitations

and strive for more balance and simplicity, then the

pressure to have it all or to be perfect subsides. By just

adding the right mix of self–appraisal and expectations we

can take a more pragmatic approach to life.

The Everything Bagel does not have everything I love.

There is no peanut butter, no craft beer, no bacon, and no

hot sauce. Those things are great, too, but there is no room

for them on this bagel.

If they were placed there the bagel would become

unbalanced, imperfect. Besides, there will likely be time for

those other things later. I will fit them in when appropriate

and when it makes sense.

For now, I will enjoy this Everything Bagel for all of its

simplicity and charm. I may get a bit of cream cheese on

my shirt and some of the toppings may fall off, showing me

that life is imperfect, but who cares, this is the Everything

Bagel and it’s pretty darn good.

The only time you can have everything is on a bagel — life made easy
By Michael Preston
UCF Forum columnist

Of all of the bagels there is nothing quite as satisfying

to me than the Everything Bagel with cream cheese at a

shop in town.

It gives me everything I want out of life: a warm bagel

that is crunchy on the outside, soft on the inside; a savory

and salty blend of sea salt, garlic, poppy seed, onion, and

other stuff I cannot place right now. And then the cream

cheese. Gooey and sweet, it cuts through all of the savory

in a way that is magical.

Sometimes I wish my life was like that Everything

Bagel, that I could just have it all in one, delightful place.

Unfortunately, life is not an Everything Bagel.

Let me explain. There are only 24 hours in a day and

168 hours in a week. Now, if I wanted to do everything

that I feel society (or the numerous articles posted to my

Facebook and Twitter feeds) wants me to do, then my day

would look pretty much like this:

Michael Preston is executive director of the
Florida Consortium of Metropolitan Research
Universities based at UCF. He can be reached
at Michael.Preston@UCF.edu.
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CSX Corp. nationally recognized
as a ‘Best Place to Work’ by the
2016 Disability Equality Index

JACKSONVILLE — CSX Corp. received a company–

record score of 90 percent on the 2016 Disability Equality

Index (DEI), making it one of the “2016 DEI Best Places to

Work.” DEI tracks indicators of corporate disability

inclusion, such as access, employment practices, culture

and leadership, and community engagement and support

services.

The survey gives companies an opportunity to evaluate

policies and practices and determine where a company

stands in regard to being a best in class organization for

disability inclusion practices.

“We’re proud to have achieved this recognition because

it reflects the open dialogue with employees,” said Diana

Sorfleet, vice president, chief human resources and chief

diversity officer. “CSX continues to foster an environment

where people from different backgrounds and experiences

can contribute a variety of perspectives and solutions.”

Highlights from CSX’s performance include launching

an innovative self–identification campaign related to

disabilities, prioritizing disability as a part of CSX’s

Diversity and Inclusion strategy, and supporting a

disability–focused business resource group including

executive sponsorship and CEO participation.

The DEI is a joint initiative between the US Business

Leadership Network and the American Association of

People with Disabilities. The 2016 DEI was completed by

83 companies.

“By receiving a top score on the DEI, companies

demonstrate significant business leadership, going far

beyond compliance activities, driving their business

success through leading disability inclusion policies and

practices,” said Jill Houghton, executive director of the US

Business Leadership Network.

A comprehensive list of DEI top scoring companies can

be found at www.DisabilityEqualityIndex.org/

top_companies.aspx.

‘Networking on the Green’ fund–raiser Oct. 7
The Titusville Area Chamber of Commerce’s 14th

annual “Networking on the Green” fund–raiser is set for

Oct. 7 at The Great Outdoors Golf and Country Club in

Titusville. Registration begins at 7:30 a.m., with a shotgun

start to at 8:30 o’clock, in which all groups of players tee–

off simultaneously from different holes on the course.

Registration for the event is underway. Anyone may join in

as an individual player or to form a team. A lunch and

awards program will follow the tournament. Event

sponsorships are available, with various amenities. This

is one of the Titusville Area Chamber’s two major fund–

raisers of the year. The event is expecting up to 144

players. The organizing committee will meet at 8:30 a.m.

on Wednesday, Aug. 17, at the Titusville Area Chamber.

The meeting is open to the public. Attendees can provide

their ideas for the event. Visit Networking on the Green

online for up–to–date information, or contact Sherryl

Worst at 267–3036 or Worst@Titusville.org for sponsor-

ship, registration or general information.
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Custom  Palette Choices
Furniture & Accessories
Artwork & Sculptures
Custom Drapery &
Window Treatments
Space Planning
Selection of Finishes & Fixtures
Cabinets & Millwork Selections
Lighting & Electrical Designs
Outdoor Living Area Selections

Designers West Interiors
specializes

in complete custom
residential interior
design services.

Our goal is to provide
the homeowner
with a custom,

personalized home
they will truly enjoy!

New Traditions Interiors

Liz Harris, Owner
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Annual Sunshine State Awards go to diverse group of media outlets,
with ‘Tampa Bay Times’ leading the way with 13 first–place spots

The “Tampa Bay Times” took home 23 Sunshine State

Awards — including 13 first–place spots — on July 9 at

the 22nd annual Sunshine State Awards hosted at the

Firefighters Memorial Building in Miami. Other big

winners include “The Palm Beach Post,” “Sarasota Herald

Tribune” and the “Sun Sentinel.”

The Society of Professional Journalists partnered with

the National Association of Hispanic Journalists’ South

Florida chapter to include Spanish–language awards for

the third year in a row. In those awards, Telemundo led

the pack with four awards followed closely by el Nuevo

Herald and WLTV–Univision 23, with three awards each.

Among the highest honors awarded was The James

Batten Award for Public Service, given to Michael

LaForgia, Cara Fitzpatrick and Lisa Gartner from the

“Tampa Bay Times” for “Failure Factories,” a project

detailing some of the worst public schools in the state and

how they got that way.

“The reporting was thorough with so many voices. The

writing was clear and concise and the graphics, photos and

videos told the story in a way that words could not.” the

judges said. “The result was a series of articles that

garnered national attention — and prompted immediate

changes. It’s no wonder this series was lauded locally,

regionally and nationally. This is how local investigative

journalism is done and proves once again why it’s needed.”

The Gene Miller Award for Investigative Reporting was

also given to the “Tampa Bay Times,” in a partnership

with the “Sarasota Herald–Tribune.” Leonora LaPeter

Anton, Anthony Cormier and Michael Braga all won for

“Insane. Invisible. In danger,” an in–depth investigation

into what happened when Florida cut $100 million from its

mental hospitals.

“This is some of the most powerful journalism we’ve

seen this year. Truly an incredible investigation and a

heart twisting series,” the judges said. “It’s such a shocking

story that it required readers/viewers be shocked and the

journalists did this, but in a very responsible and sensible

way.”

Josh Salman from the “Sarasota Herald–Tribune” won

the Journalist of the Year. “The greatest compliment paid

to someone in our business is not necessarily a Pulitzer or

a raise (although those things are nice), it’s knowing that

you’ve incited change,” the judges said. “Josh Salman’s

work demonstrates dogged reporting, thoughtful prose,

and the wonderful effect journalists can have on the

world.”

Carol Marbin Miller from “The Miami Herald” won for

the First Amendment Foundation Freedom of Information

Award and WLRN–”Miami Herald News” won the

Integrity Florida Award for Public Corruption Reporting.

Tonya Alanez from the “Sun Sentinel” won the Diversity

Award. Laura Harris from ABC Action News, WFTS–TV

took home Anchor of the Year.

Corridor universities rival other research hubs in patents
and high–tech growth for the fourth year, new report says

HEATHROW — The three Florida High–Tech Corridor research universities — the University of Central Florida, the

University of South Florida and the University of Florida — individually ranked among the world’s top 40 universities

that were granted U.S. patents in 2015, according to a list recently released by the National Academy of Inventors (NAI)

and the Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO). For the fourth consecutive year, the three Corridor universities

collectively beat patent portfolios of university groups in the established and well–recognized high–tech hubs of North

Carolina’s Research Triangle and the Silicon Hills region of Austin, Texas.

The Corridor universities were granted 245 patents, while 131 patents were granted to Research Triangle universities

(Duke University, North Carolina State University and the University of North Carolina) and 241 patents were granted

to Silicon Hills universities (the entire University of Texas system, Rice University and Texas A&M University).

UF is ranked 12, USF is ranked 21 and UCF is ranked 40 among universities worldwide. The list recognizes the

important role patents play in university research and highlights the Corridor region’s growth as a high–tech hub

through continued innovation and technology transfer from universities to the marketplace.

“Researchers from UCF, USF and UF, and their patents represent the future of technology in our region, our nation

and our world,” said Randy Berridge, Florida High–Tech Corridor Council president. “For four straight years, the NAI

and IPO report has highlighted the value of our Corridor universities in research and innovation. Our high–tech hub

rivals some of the greatest in the country and the work of these researchers is turning heads toward our region.”

The list is based on data obtained from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. To view the full list, visit

www.AcademyofInventors.com/pdf/top–100–universities–2015.pdf.

Fairfield Inn & Suites in West Melbourne to host open house
Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in West Melbourne will be hosting a community open house and ribbon–cutting to

celebrate and show off the hotel’s just–completed renovation of the lobby and other areas of the 83–room complex.

Fairfield Inn & Suites is located at 4355 W. New Haven Ave. The open house is from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. on Thursday,

Aug. 11. “We welcome everyone to come in and take a tour of the facility,” said Heather O’Neal, sales manager of the

Fairfield Inn & Suites in West Melbourne. The event is being held in conjunction with the Melbourne Regional Chamber

and the Greater Palm Bay Chamber. The Fairfield Inn & Suites’ general manager is Cindy Williams. The food for the

open house will be provided by the Buffalo Wild Wings restaurants in Viera and West Melbourne.
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Carolyn Hess–Benson is newest
team member at Keller Williams
Realty Brevard Market Center

Carolyn Hess–Benson, a real–estate sales professional

in Port St. John, has joined the Keller Williams Brevard

Market Center in Melbourne.

“We are ecstatic to have Carolyn join us at Keller

Williams Realty Brevard,” said Rick Wiedenhoeft, team

leader of Keller Williams Brevard. “Keller Williams offers

its associates unparalleled career growth and lifelong

learning opportunities in the real–estate industry. We

know that Carolyn will be a great fit and that it is our

customers who will truly benefit from Carolyn joining us.”

Hess–Benson has an extensive background in travel–

agency sales and has worked in the real–estate industry

for more than a year. “Having experienced the worst

winters in South Dakota, Carolyn now has a unique

appreciation for the temperate weather and plentiful

sunshine in Brevard County.”

She made the move to Brevard in 2000. Her career has

“centered on helping people achieve their desires whether

it was through travel, fashion or real estate.” As a travel

agent with 25 years experience, Hess–Benson has earned

the Certified Travel Counselor, Accredited Cruise Counse-

lor, and Destination Specialist designations.

Hess–Benson earned an associate’s degree in fashion

merchandising and a bachelor’s degree in applied manage-

ment with a minor in travel. “Carolyn has the business

acumen and design sense to stage and market a house

perfectly for listing and to negotiate great prices for the

home of your dreams.”

She is an active volunteer in the community and

currently sits on the board of directors for the Melbourne

Regional Chamber and has also been on the board of

directors for the Space Coast ParrotHead Club, Kiwanis

and other organizations.

Keller Williams offers comprehensive educational

resources and technological tools. In 2015 “Training”

magazine named the company as the No. 1 training

organization across all industries in the world.

“I chose Keller Williams because of its reputation for

integrity and its agent–centric business model,” says

Hess–Benson. “I want to continue to grow my real–estate

business, and Keller Williams provides the training and

technology that will help me reach my goals.”

The Keller Williams Brevard Market Center, located at

6300 N. Wickham Road, Suite 132 C, was established in

2004 and has 96 associates. Recently, Keller Williams

Brevard has been outpacing the growth of the local MLS in

closed units by more than 51 percent, and sold listings by

more than 72 percent, said Wiedenhoeft. To learn more

about Keller Williams, call Wiedenhoeft at 435–3204 or

visit www.KW.com.

Junior League of South Brevard recognized
The Junior League of South Brevard Inc. was recog-

nized by the City of Melbourne at its council meeting

July 12. Melbourne Mayor Kathleen Meehan presented

the Junior League of South Brevard with a certificate

recognizing their 50th year of service to the community.
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FEATURED SHOWCASE

(Cesarina V) Custom “Jewel Box” Home on San 
Marino’s Natural Lake. 3 Bedrooms, Study, 2 
Baths, Oversized 2 Car Garage, 2342 SF. Exceptional 
Quality and Multiple Upgrades; ICF Construction 
Offers Superior Insulation for Unbelievably LOW 
Power Bills. Available Now.  1141 Italia Court, 
Melbourne, 32940.  $549,000.

Custom Model Home with Beautiful Preserve 
View. 3 Bedroom, Study, Loft, 3 1/2 Bath, 3 Car 
Garage, Pool Package, 3917 SF. Exceptional Quality 
and Multiple Upgrades; ICF Construction Offers 
Superior Insulation for Unbelievably LOW Power 
Bills. Immediate Occupancy.  1304 Alto Vista 
Drive, Melbourne, 32940.  $799,000.

(Milano III) Beautifully-Appointed Home on San 
Marino’s Natural Lake. 3 Bedrooms, Study, 3 
Baths, 3 Car Garage, Pool Package, 2767 SF. Great 
Floor Plan for Entertaining and Upgrades are Our 
Standard!  Estimated Delivery Date: August 31, 
2016.  $642,000.

….Where Upgrades Are Our Standard! 

Directions: From Wickham Head North on Pinehurst 1 ¼ Miles 
on the Right; From Viera Blvd: Head South on Holiday Springs, 
Left on Pinehurst, ¼ Mile on the Left.
Model (321) 241-4938; Developer: (321) 751-6850
www.SanMarinoFL.com 

Custom Cesarina V Lakefront

Custom Marianna

Milano III Lakefront

-----------------  $525,000

------------------  $725,000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------

Available

Available

Available October 30, 2016 $590,000

Available Now
----------------------------------------------

(Cesarina V) Custom "Jewel Box" Home on San
Marino's Natural Lake. 3 Bedrooms, Study, 2
Baths, Oversized 2 Car Garage, 2342 SF. Exceptional
Quality and Multiple Upgrades; ICF Construction
Offers Superior Insulation for Unbelieveably LOW
Power Bills. Available Now. 1141 Italia Court,
Melbourne, 32940. $525,000.

Custom Model Home with Beautiful Preserve View.
3 Bedroom, Study, Loft, 3 1/2 Bath, 3 Car Garage,
Pool Package Available, 3917 SF. Exceptional
Quality and Multiple Upgrades; ICF Construction
Offers Superior Insulation for Unbelieveably LOW
Power Bills. Available Now. 1304 Alto Vista Drive,
Melbourne, 32940. $725,000.

(Milano III) Beautifully-Appointed Home on San
Marino's Natural Lake. 3 Bedrooms, Study, 3
Baths, 3 Car Garage, Pool Package Available,
2767 SF. Great Floor Plan for Entertaining and
Upgrades are Our Standard!
Available October 30, 2016. $590,000.
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Continental Realty Corp. of Baltimore acquires
the 252–unit Polo Glen Apartments in Rockledge

Continental Realty Corp., a Baltimore–based real–estate investment and management

company, has acquired Polo Glen Apartments, a residential community consisting of 252

garden–style apartment units in Rockledge. The asset was purchased for $38 million from

Pollack Shores, who was represented by Patrick Dufour, Scott Ramey, Kevin Judd and

Ryan Crowley of Apartment Realty Advisors of Florida LLC.

The apartment community, located at 3603 Middleburg Lane, was acquired on behalf

of Continental Realty Fund IV, L.P. The $164 million fund focuses on acquiring value–add

retail and multifamily properties in the Mid–Atlantic and Southeast regions. This

represents the fourth property and second residential asset purchased by the fund, which

includes Avana at Carolina Point, a 346–unit apartment community in Greenville, S.C.,

that was acquired last year.

Constructed in 2008, more than 70 percent of the apartment homes within Polo Glen

feature ground–floor entries, nearly one–half include a direct–access garage and the

average size consists of roughly 1,200 square feet of space. Community amenities include

an interior lake; resident clubhouse outfitted with a swimming pool and fitness center;

car–wash facility; community entertainment area with an outdoor barbecue and fireplace;

playground; tennis courts and a lakeside walking path.

The average household income within a three–mile radius of Polo Glen Apartments

exceeds $75,000, a figure that is more than $10,000 above the average in the state of

Florida. “Polo Glen Apartments offers compelling advantages led by a strategic location

along the Space Coast section of Florida, and outstanding physical attributes including

numerous high–end apartment features,” said J.M. Schapiro, chief executive officer of

Continental Realty Corp. “Thousands of jobs are being created on the Space Coast by

companies like Northrop Grumman, Harris Corp., SpaceX, and Blue Origin.”

Schapiro added, “The asset satisfied each value–add criteria in our evaluation and

analysis methodology, including its position midway between the region’s largest residen-

tial demand drivers in Cape Canaveral and the Melbourne–Palm Bay sub–markets. With

large open floor plans, individual entries and direct access garages, Polo Glen appeals to a

wide array of Florida residents as well as those relocating to Florida. We envision the

achievement of long–term value with the investment of resources to upgrade the apart-

ment features and the community amenities.”

Continental Realty Corp., founded in 1960, is a full–service commercial real–estate

investment and management company. The privately owned firm owns and manages a

diversified portfolio of retail centers consisting of more than 3 million square feet of space,

as well as apartment home communities featuring more than 9,000 units.

Élan Builders named the exclusive builder for Viera’s
Modern Duran community at the Duran Golf Course

Élan Builders, a Brevard County contemporary homebuilder, has been named the

exclusive builder for Viera’s Modern Duran community. Situated on the third fairway of

the Duran Golf Course, Phil Kean Design Group’s architectural designs will bring modern

luxury and resort–style amenities to this 19–home enclave.

“We look forward to bringing Viera its first taste of modern architecture and filling a

need for those wanting contemporary and artfully designed homes,” said Chris Burton,

founder and president of Élan Builders. “Modern Duran is a very unique opportunity and

we know Phil Kean’s stunning designs will be well–received.”

Homes in the gated community will start from the $800s and the model home is

expected to open in spring 2017. Élan Builders’ dedicated office within Viera’s sales center

recently opened. In addition to Modern Duran, Élan Builders recently announced major

work as one of three custom homebuilders in Viera’s upscale community of Adelaide.

Élan Builders’ “inventive designs” will bring distinctive homes to Adelaide’s three

neighborhoods — The Reserve, The Lakes and The Preserve — located on a 460–acre site

featuring Lake Adelaide and expansive preservation areas.

Led by luxury homebuilder Christopher Burton, Élan Builders is an authorized “Elite

Builder” of internationally recognized Phil Kean Architectural Designs.

Specializing in modern luxury homes that reflect an elevated Florida lifestyle, Élan

Builders’ style “exudes elegant design, clean lines and contemporary architectural details.”

Élan Builders offers custom opportunities throughout Brevard County.

Shelter Mortgage
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©2016 Shelter Mortgage Company, L.L.C. All loans are subject to credit and property approval. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are 
subject to change without notice. Program and other restrictions may apply. Please contact your Loan Consultant for further details. Shelter 
Mortgage Company. 7341 Office Park Place Suite 106, Melbourne, FL 32940. NMLS #: 431223. Equal Housing Lender.  Brian Spencer, Loan 
Officer NMLS# 803141 | State Licenses: FL: LO17741; SC: MLO-803141. Kent Winkelseth - FL/#LO17485; NMLS #552527. Deborah Holloway - 
NMLS #: 552439; FL:#LO17357. Colette Wilson - FL/#LO17825; NMLS#552543. 

THE SHELTER MORTGAGE EXPERIENCE
Shelter Mortgage’s reputation of Superior Customer Service, 

Integrity, Respect, Hard Work, and Long Term Commitment makes 
us an easy choice as your trusted mortgage lender.

Navigating the mortgage process will be simple with a 
knowledgeable Shelter Mortgage Loan Officer to help you  

find the right loan to fit your needs and budget. 

DEB HOLLOWAY 
321-258-3875  

DEB4LOANS.COM

BRIAN SPENCER 
321-537-1137  
SPENCER4LOANS.COM

KENT WINKELSETH 
407-765-3810  

WINK4LOANS.COM

AMAZING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCED
SUPPORT TEAM

TRUSTED 
NATIONAL LENDER

RESPONSIVE 
CONSULTANTS

MortgageCompany

7341 Office Park Place, Suite 106 Melbourne, FL 32940   

321.757.6600  |  www.sheltermortgagefl.com

COLET TE WILSON 
407-620-3622  

SHELTERMORTGAGEDIVA.COM
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Please see Southern AeroMedical Institute, page 15

By Ken Datzman

The Southern AeroMedical Institute, a unique private

enterprise engaged in aviation medicine and research,

has taken “slow–onset hypoxia” awareness training for

pilots to a new level within the industry.

The simulator training — inside a high–altitude

chamber — is performed in order for pilots to recognize

and be able to prevent slow–onset hypoxia, which

aviation magazine articles often label as an “insidious

killer” or an event that “kills you softly.”

Slow–onset hypoxia results from a gradual loss of

cabin pressure or a failure of the cabin to fully pressurize.

The clinical definition of hypoxia is “a state of oxygen

deficiency in the blood, tissues, and cells sufficient to

cause impairment to body functions.”

“It’s kind of ironic, that in a slow decompression you

would think the pilots would have plenty of time to

identify it, and it would not be as dangerous as an

explosive decompression,” said Dr. Paul Buza, a board–

certified neurologist who is the medical director of SAMI

in Melbourne and a recognized expert in this critical

training for pilots.

“But, in fact, in an explosive decompression situation

the pilots know exactly what’s going on and they respond

appropriately. In a slow decompression situation the

oxygen drops very slowly and tricks the brain, so it’s

harder to recognize.”

Most high–altitude training chambers are institu-

tional. They are either part of the government or the

U.S. military. There are some universities that have

high–altitude chambers, but often those institutions are

closely affiliated with the armed services.

“What makes us unique is that we are the only

privately owned high–altitude chamber in the United

States, and we have developed new training standards to

advance the experience of the trainee even further,” said

Dr. Buza.

At SAMI, he works along with his daughter, Jenelle

Buza, the project director. Their organization has trained

thousands of pilots on slow–onset hypoxia. There is a

large map of the world on one of the walls of SAMI,

broadly covered with push–pins, signifying the company’s

extensive global reach.

They have trained everyone from beginning cadets to

corporate jet pilots to private owners of aircraft that fly at

high altitudes. SAMI provides this training to a deep

roster of clients, including pilots for Cummins Industries,

pilots and flight attendants for Embraer, and soon,

Harris Corp.’s flight team.

“To meet the needs of commercial and general

aviation, we have seven different flight programs that are

specifically tailored to areas within the aviation commu-

nity,” said Jenelle Buza, whose institute conducts the

training in the afternoons. “For those who want one–on–

one instruction, we have our concierge training program,

which is called DeSat.”

She continued, “Dr. Buza sits in the right seat and the

pilot–in–training sits in the left seat of the simulator. We

have our advanced chamber program, too. We are set up

to accommodate all types of training scenarios.”

DeSat is “individualized” slow–onset hypoxia training.

The training equipment includes a Garman G1000

integrated avionics suite. The pilots use a Zodiac

Aerospace Mask System.

“When the pilots are flying the aircraft and experienc-

ing hypoxia, they are actually communicating with their

air–traffic control, which keeps them really busy,” said

Dr. Buza. “But in the training they have to be smart

enough to actively fly their aircraft, and recognize their

hypoxia at the same time. And that is a real skill. It’s

why we train only one or two pilots at a time.”

One of the most publicized incidences of hypoxia took

place on Oct. 25, 1999, and involved two–time U.S. Open

Golf Champion Payne Stewart, an Orlando resident. His

chartered jet was scheduled to fly from Orlando to Dallas.

Early in the flight, the aircraft, which was cruising at

altitude on autopilot, lost cabin pressure and all six

people on board were incapacitated because of hypoxia.

The aircraft flew for almost four hours and 1,500 miles

before crashing in South Dakota. Since 1999, more than

Southern AeroMedical Institute is on the leading edge of ‘slow–onset hypoxia’
awareness training for pilots in high–altitude chamber; trained thousands of pilots

Dr. Paul Buza, a board–certified neurologist, is medical director of the Southern AeroMedical Institute in Melbourne, which is engaged in
aviation medicine and research. He works alongside his daughter, Jenelle Buza, SAMI’s project director. They operate what is believed to be
the only privately owned high–attitude chamber in America that trains pilots to recognize hypoxia, which can be deadly. SAMI is engaged in
research with Embry–Riddle Aeronautical University. And it soon will be offering pilot physicals, having received approval from the FAA.

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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Please see 2016 Havenly Affair, page 17

By Ken Datzman

The Haven for Children Guild will be

hosting its annual fall signature benefit

this year at a new venue — Sterling

Stables in Cocoa, which is situated on

54 acres of lush green pastures.

The venue offers a newly built rustic

but elegant barn, showcasing southern

charm at its finest. From the back porch

of the barn, you can see cows and horses

in the distance grazing on green grass in

a natural Florida wildlife setting.

“Sterling Stables, a wedding and event

venue, is a beautiful setting for our main

fund–raiser of the year,” said Madeline

Cales, the event chairwoman. “The

Haven is a family and this is our family

reunion. We are planning a unique event

that combines rustic chic with southern

charm for an Affair you won’t want to

miss.”

With its beautiful pastures, Sterling

Stables makes an ideal setting for any

event. The facility has a stained concrete

floor, hand–built tables and chairs, and a

large open area overlooking fields and

horses. The air–conditioned barn also

includes a partial kitchen area.

For weddings, the Sterling Stables

venue offers a bridal cottage for the bride

and her party to get ready on wedding

day. “We’re really excited about having

the Havenly Affair there this year,” said

Cales.

The 2016 Havenly Affair will mark the

beginning of the organization’s 30th

anniversary celebration, commemorating

the founding of the residential group

homes that care for children who have

been removed from their own homes

because of abuse, neglect, or abandon-

ment.

“This will be a truly special Havenly

Affair, an opportunity to bring together

our generous community of supporters

and reflect on all that has been accom-

plished over the last 30 years and to

announce some exciting things that will

be happening in the near future,” said

Vimarie Monopoli, director of develop-

ment for The Haven for Children Inc.

In keeping with the scenic surround-

ings at Sterling Stables, The Havenly

Affair’s theme will be “Linen & Lace.”

The event will be held from 3 to 7 p.m. on

Sunday, Oct. 9. Guests will enjoy live

‘Havenly Affair’ benefit set for Sterling Stables in Cocoa — seeks sponsors; The
Haven for Children marks 30th anniversary, started as project of Junior League

various amenities, including event

tickets, game tickets, and promotional

opportunities. Sponsors at the $2,500

Advocate level and up will receive VIP

tickets to a special high–end “bourbon–

tasting” function to be held an hour or

more before the actual start of The

Havenly Affair at Sterling Stables.

“We are still working out the details

for the bourdon–tasting,” said Cales. “In

the past we’ve held separate gatherings to

recognize the event benefactors of The

Havenly Affair. This year we decided to

recognize them at a bourbon–tasting

before the actual start of the main event.

We will have a bourbon expert there

talking about the different bourbons that

are being sampled.”

There are also a number of supporting

sponsorships available. These sponsors

underwrite the cost of such things as the

food, beverage, and music, for example.

The supporting sponsorships run from

$500 to $5,000.

To purchase event tickets or sponsor-

ships, visit www.TheHavenforChildren/

com/havenlyaffair or contact

MadelineCales@Yahoo.com or

Vimarie@TheHavenforChildren.com.

In 1986, The Haven began as a project

of the Junior League of South Brevard,

said Cales. “They saw a need in the

bluegrass music, “authentic down–home

country cuisine,” and socializing in the

expansive yard of Sterling Stables.

As a fun twist on traditional raffles,

guests will have the opportunity to play

the outdoor lawn game cornhole as well

as ring–toss for prizes and packages

“they’ve come to expect” from The

Havenly Affair, including hotel stays,

jewelry, fine wines, and certificates to

“some of the best restaurants and

experiences on the Space Coast.”

Individual tickets to Linen & Lace are

$150 and must be purchased in advance

of the event. Sponsorship packages are

now available and range from $500 to

$15,000. The sponsorships come with

The Haven for Children Guild — the fund–raising arm of The Haven for Children Inc., which is celebrating its 30th year — will host its signature benefit
on Sunday, Oct. 9, at Sterling Stables in Cocoa. This year’s theme is ‘Linen & Lace.’ Madeline Cales, right, is the 2016 Havenly Affair chairwoman.
Bridgette Stillie is volunteer vice president of community relations for The Haven for Children. They are at the Lamb Shoppe, an upscale thrift store in
Indian Harbour Beach. The store is operated by The Haven for Children Guild. This antique carousel horse will be one of the auction items at the event.

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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UF cancer–prevention course goes
online; designed to help people
make healthy lifestyle changes

By Brad Buck
UF/IFAS Communications

GAINESVILLE — Consumers can get the latest

information on how to control their cancer risks through

a new free online course developed by the University of

Florida’s Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences

Extension program.

Linda Bobroff, professor of nutrition and health in

the Department of Family, Youth and Community

Sciences, developed the program, called “Take Control

to Reduce Your Cancer Risk,” which went live in April.

“This program was developed to help participants

make lifestyle changes that can improve their health

and decrease cancer risk,” Bobroff said. “Cancer is one

of the major causes of death in the U.S. and worldwide,

and many types of cancer are preventable. Tobacco use,

improper sun exposure and poor dietary habits

contribute significantly to the burden of diabetes, and

we address all of these in this program.”

The modules provide information, motivation and

self–guided activities that will increase knowledge and

promote positive behavior changes for a healthier

lifestyle and reduced health risks, she said.

Program participants will learn more about how to

reduce their cancer risk through the following seg-

ments:

l Cancer basics, protective factors and risk factors,

including their personal risk factors.

l Warning signs of cancer and recommended early

detection practices.

l The importance of exercise and physical activity.

l The role of cabbage–family vegetables in fighting

cancer and how to include them in your diet.

l Using food labels for a healthier diet.

l Ingredient substitutions to create healthier

recipes.

l Protecting against the cancer–causing virus, HPV

(human papilloma virus)

l Health risks of smoking, smokeless tobacco, and

second–hand smoke, and ways to quit and/or avoid

exposure.

l Strategies for reducing exposure to UV rays.

These modules cover many of the modifiable risk

factors for cancer, Bobroff said.

“The modules are to motivate and empower the

participants to make lifestyle behavior changes for

overall health and cancer risk reduction,” she said.

Bobroff received funding this summer from the Florida

Department of Health Bureau of Chronic Disease

Prevention to develop the online Extension course.

Bobroff said she worked with two staffers hired with

DOH funding to design the course, and colleagues at

UF/IFAS and across campus gave her plenty of helpful

input as reviewers of the modules. To register, go to

http://tinyurl.com/TakeControlUF. After registering,

you will have access to the modules for six months.
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Havenly Affair

www.thehavenforchildren.com/havenlyaffair

Individual Tickets - $150.00
Sponsorship Tickets Staring at $500.00

Individual Tickets - $150.00
Sponsorship Tickets Staring at $500.00

© 2015 Regions Bank. Actual Regions customer compensated for her appearance. | Regions and the Regions 
logo are registered trademarks of Regions Bank. The LifeGreen color is a trademark of Regions Bank.

Paying down debt. 
Saving for my Ph.D.
Now I can do both.
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Brevard Health Alliance opens new
clinic in Port St. John, now operates
seven medical facilities in the region

Brevard Health Alliance has announced the opening

of a new clinic in Port St. John. This new clinic provides

“access to affordable quality medical care” including

adult and pediatric medicine, a medication assistance

program (free and reduced medications for qualified

patients), and assistance with Medicaid and Food

Stamp applications.

Brevard Health Alliance accepts most insurance

programs, including all Medicaid plans, along with

services provided on a sliding–fee scale discount rate for

individuals without insurance. Lisa Gurri, the chief

executive officer, announced a long–range plan of

incorporating dental services into the medical offerings

at the Port St. John clinic starting in early 2017.

Gurri emphasized the need to provide access to a

medical home where patients have a Medical Provider

Team, for medications, urgent and routine medical

needs, immunizations, medical screenings, behavioral

health services, and assistance with accessing commu-

nity resources.

This clinic will open with two providers, Dr. Janet

Imp and Paige Futch, ARNP. Dr. Imp earned her

medical degree at Duke University and completed her

pediatric residency at Indiana University School of

Medicine. Futch received her bachelor’s degree in

nursing at the University of Central Florida and her

master’s in nursing at the University of South Alabama.

Brevard Health Alliance began in 2005 with 16

associates and “a desire to improve the health of the

medically underserved population of Brevard County.”

It now employs more than 300 associates and has

registered roughly 98,000 patients.

Since its beginning, Brevard Health Alliance has

opened seven medical clinics across the county,

provided medical, dental or behavioral health services

to more than 98,000 individual Brevard County

citizens. It has also provided more than 832,500

medical, dental, behavioral health, or enabling services

visits to its patients. The organization has discounted

its services by more than $31.5 million to Brevard’s

citizens and has provided more than $44.9 million in

free medications to its patients (as valued at average

wholesale price).

“We have also contributed significantly to the

economy of Brevard by providing more than $78 million

in compensation and benefits to our associates over our

11 years of operation,” said Gurri.

And finally, through the generosity of Health First,

Parrish Medical Center, and the Space Coast Health

Foundation, Brevard Health Alliance has provided

more than $45.7 million in free diagnostic and labora-

tory services to its patients.

“We are proud of the continued dedication and

commitment to those we serve demonstrated by our

associates in their professional and personal lives, and

we look forward to serving the residents in the Cocoa

and Port St. John area for many years to come,” said

Gurri.
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Buying or Selling? Do it with Confidence!

Nick Farinella 321-704-1600
I Can SELL Any Type Of Property!

100+ Homes CLOSED in 2014
From $18000 to $2.5 Million

Born and raised in Cocoa Beach
- I know every Subdivision &
Condominium in this County!

Registered Coldwell Banker
Relocation Expert

www.NicksRE.com

From $

Born
- I kno
Cond

Regis
Reloc
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WASHINGTON –The U.S. Small Business Administra-

tion has released its Small Business Innovation Research

(SBIR) online tutorials to help small businesses navigate

the SBIR program.

The site provides users with a mobile–compatible site to

learn about the program through a combination of videos

and text. This platform will provide accessible program

information and training resources to underrepresented

areas. There is no registration or fee required and the

courses are open to all.

“We are excited to introduce these tutorials. We know

there are many small businesses in rural communities as

well as young entrepreneurs that are unaware of this

amazing program,” said Mark Walsh, the SBA’s associate

administrator for investment and innovation. “The SBA

has pulled together resources from across the federal

government, providing them in a format easily accessible

on mobile devices, while allowing users to select just the

information they need.”

The SBIR and Small Business Technology Transfer

(STTR) programs, also called “America’s Seed Fund,” inject

$2.5 billion every year into small, innovative and nimble

firms across the nation. The mission of each program is to

support research and development in technical areas that

align with American priorities, and build a strong national

economy to meet the pressing needs of the federal govern-

ment. Currently, there are 11 federal agencies with SBIR/

STTR programs.

“This new source should be invaluable to entrepreneurs

looking to take advantage of our SBIR and STTR pro-

grams, which are the largest source of non–dilutive early

stage R&D dollars available to small businesses,” Walsh

said. “Further, these courses will help the SBA provide

timely and accurate information about the programs to our

entrepreneurs regardless of their geographic location or

ability to attend one of our conferences or SBIR Road Tour

events.”

“The South Florida District has a very robust business

market, filled with state–of–the–art technology and

forward–thinking initiatives,” added SBA South Florida

District Director Francisco “Pancho” Marrero. “The new

SBIR online tutorials will allow better access to businesses

in our rural markets and further advancements in our

larger metropolitan areas such as Miami, Tampa and the

Space Coast.”

With 52 modules housed within 10 courses, the

platform addresses topics relevant to small businesses that

are new to the SBIR/STTR programs and companies that

have previously received SBIR funding.

The topics include: agency differences, registration

requirements, SBIR data rights, accounting, and how to

find partners. More topics are being developed for future

tutorials. Tools, resources, links and quizzes accompany

each tutorial to help users navigate the process of applying

for and winning federal awards. To find out more about

SBA’s online tutorials, or to begin your learning experi-

ence, visit www.SBIR.gov/tutorials.

SBA introduces online tutorials for small businesses in the region seeking federal R&D funding
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Southern AeroMedical Institute
Continued from page 10

140 fatalities are known to have occurred because of

slow–onset hypoxia.

“What we do at SAMI is train pilots on the dangers of

hypoxia in our high–altitude chamber, in a safe and

controlled environment. They experience what low

oxygen feels like so that they always know and can

recognize hypoxia. We have brought the simulator–style

training that pilots like and learn from into our high–

altitude chamber to achieve probably the best realistic

and safe environment for them to learn about cabin

depressurization,” said Dr. Buza.

He continued, “We actually decompress the cabin, and

the pilots experience the emergency exactly the way it

would occur in flight.”

Dr. Buza also runs the Brevard Hyperbaric Center at

the same 5,000–square–foot custom–designed facility. It’s

one of the largest, multiplace hyperbaric chambers in the

nation. It’s 10 feet in diameter, 32–feet long and weighs

77,000 pounds.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is commonly used to treat

hard–to–heal diabetic wounds of the lower extremities

and prevent the amputation of limbs. The Brevard

Hyperbaric Center has treated more than 45,000

patients since 1999.

Soon, SAMI will also be offering flight physicals for

pilots. SAMI just received its acceptance from the Federal

Aviation Administration, said Dr. Buza.

Dr. Buza started SAMI 15 years ago and lectures

widely on fatigue and hypoxia. He first modeled his

training program after the FAA and the U.S. Air Force.

But in 2006 he decided to design his own flight–training

protocol for hypoxia, which includes added features

beyond the FAA standard. SAMI has trained more than

3,000 pilots since 2006 on the new model alone.

“It gives pilots a chance to engage in the cockpit and

experience hypoxia at the same time,” he said. “We go

even further. We not only measure their performance as

pilots, but we also measure their physiology. We show

them how low the oxygen actually is, and yet they think

they’re OK. That’s why it’s so dangerous. It’s a powerful

teaching point that’s very humbling. We want the pilots

to never underestimate the danger of slow–cabin

decompression.”

Dr. Buza said when hypoxia comes on, people might

say they feel light–headed, their vision is different, their

hands and feet are tingling or their face and chest feel

“super–hot.” Each person’s tolerance and reaction to

hypoxia is unique.

“Nine out of 10 pilots who walk out of the chamber

after training usually say something along the lines of, ‘I

thought I would feel more or that it would feel different

from what it did,’ which means that their preconceived

notions of hypoxia versus their actual physiology are two

completely separate things,” said Jenelle Buza.

“We think that there is this belief in the industry–at–

large that pilots will never miss recognizing hypoxia

because it will be so strong and so obvious,” added

Dr. Buza, whose SAMI is a member of the National Air

Transportation Association and the National Business

Aviation Association, among other industry organiza-

tions.

“What we’re saying is, if the cabin decompresses

slowly, then the symptoms won’t be as obvious, and you

have to be twice as smart to be able to recognize them.

Probably the single most important word I could use to

describe that experience is what we call ‘insidious.’ You

just don’t realize and recognize the intensity of the

situation. The insidious onset of hypoxia is what causes

fatalities.”

SAMI is also engaged in research in the field, with a

project funded through Embry–Riddle Aeronautical

University. The research centers on the study of “eye–

scanning function” as it relates to hypoxia and involves

the use software. The pilots wear a special smart

headband device that tracks their eye movement as they

are experiencing hypoxia. “In the study, it’s our hypoth-

esis that the brain is slowing down even before the

symptoms of hypoxia come on,” said Dr. Buza. The

research project is titled “Eye Scanning as a Function of

Hypoxia.”

He said SAMI is looking to expand on the research

side. “We are extremely excited about our first major

funded study with Embry–Riddle Aeronautical Univer-

sity. We hope to publish that paper by the end of this

year or early next year. We have other research project

proposals that have been submitted and we’re excited

about them, too.”
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Brevard County Catholic Schools provide an outstanding 
education in a faith-fi lled and nurturing learning environment. 
A challenging curriculum is enriched with fi ne arts, foreign 
language, religion, athletics, and extracurricular programs. 
Catholic school students emerge with the skills needed for 
success in college and career.

Melbourne
Melbourne Central 
Catholic High School

Ascension Catholic School

Our Lady of Lourdes 
Catholic School

Palm Bay
St. Joseph Catholic School

Indialantic
Holy Name of Jesus 
Catholic School

Rockledge
St. Mary’s Catholic School

Merritt Island
Divine Mercy 
Catholic Academy

Cocoa Beach
Our Saviour Catholic School

Titusville
St. Teresa Catholic School

Nine Catholic schools serving students in 
Pre-K3 and VPK4 through 12th grade.

Visit BrevardCatholicSchools.org   |   U.S. Department of Education Blue Ribbon Schools of Excellence
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Greg Wyler, founder and chairman of OneWeb, will be

the featured speaker at the National Space Club Florida

Committee’s 11:30 a.m. luncheon on Tuesday, Aug. 9, at

the Radisson at the Port Convention Center. His presenta-

tion is titled “Enabling Rural Broadband Access.”

The National Space Club Florida will also acknowledge

the successes of the Florida space worker with its annual

Space Worker Hall of Fame recognition. Fourteen indi-

viduals were chosen for the 2016 Hall of Fame class. They

are: James Carleton, William Fletcher, Joan Hines,

Patrick McCarthy, John Muzzy, James Taylor, Roberta

Wyrick, Lance Erickson, Steve Gersten, Paul Krause,

Roger McCormick, Douglas Perdomo, Katherine Winters

and Richard Zeitler.

Wyler founded OneWeb in 2012 with the mission of

enabling Internet access for everyone. He also founded O3b

Networks Ltd. to design and build a satellite constellation

providing “fiber–quality backhaul for telecom operators in

the most remote markets around the world.” The company

has launched 12 satellites that attained individual link

speeds in excess of 1gbps with only 130ms of latency. The

system “provides the highest capacity and lowest latency

combination of any satellites built to date.”

Before founding O3b, Wyler developed telecommunica-

tions in Africa for very rural locations. He built a local

team and connected more than 200 schools to the Internet,

“provided the first 3G and fiber to the home connections on

the continent and focused heavily on developing local

capabilities to deploy and manage the technologies.”

To purchase tickets for the luncheon, visit

www.NSCFL.org.

Rural broadband access innovator Greg Wyler to speak at Florida Space Club meeting at the Radisson

Exotic crocodiles coming to Brevard Zoo over Labor Day weekend as part of event
Giant reptiles from Cuba, China and Africa are en route to the Brevard Zoo in Viera for its annual “Cold–Blooded

Weekend” event. Reptile expert Bruce Schwedick of the Crocodilian Conservation Center of Florida is bringing five

crocodile and alligator species to the Brevard Zoo’s Nyami Nyami River Lodge, where he will deliver daily talks on the

natural history and conservation status of the animals.

As part of the festivities, the Brevard Zoo will introduce two new species to its Caribbean Trail loop: the Jamaican boa

and marine toad. Perennial Cold–Blooded Weekend favorites like stingray feeding, tortoise races and bug–eating contests

are scheduled to return. The event, which is included with general Brevard Zoo admission, runs from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on

Sept. 3–5. Brevard Zoo is home to more than 800 animals representing 180 species from all over the world. As a not–for–

profit organization, it is a leader in the fields of animal wellness, education and conservation. More information is

available at www.BrevardZoo.org.
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Honorary Hosts: Susie & Tom Wasdin 
Sloane Rivers will be Live on the Catnip Carpet as this year’s theme  

will be Black & White With a Red Flair 
 

Event Emcees: “Mike & Mindy” of Lite Rock 99.3 FM, Featuring the Historic  
Cocoa Village Playhouse Performers, Humane Hero Recognition, Silent &  

Live Auctions, Buffet Dinner & Festive Dance Music 

Dress Attire: Black, White & Red (Long or Short Gowns/Tuxes Optional) 
Cost: $100 per person 

 

To make a reservation, call (321) 636-3343 or visit brevardhumanesociety.com. 

Presented by: 

Sponsors: 

A Secular Education for Boys and Girls in Grades 6 - 12
Enrolling now for Fall

Daily Attendance or Monday through Friday Boarding.
Teaching 21st Century Skills & Values

Open House Friday, 26 August at 9:30am
For information call 321-723-3211 or email: admissions@flprep.com

Melbourne’s Premier Preparatory Academy for over 55 y ears!
www.flprep.com

Florida Preparatory Academy
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community and in the fall of 1986 The Haven for

Children was incorporated.” Later, in April of 1987, The

Haven for Children opened the doors to its first residen-

tial group home. Today, The Haven consists of three

homes. It has cared for more than 3,500 children over the

last three decades. The children range in age from infant

to 18 years.

“The three homes currently house 31 children, which

is capacity,” said Bridgette Stillie, the volunteer vice

president of community relations for The Haven.

“Unfortunately, there is a waiting list.”

She said the “original home had nine beds.” In 1999,

as the need for foster care continued to grow, the board of

directors of The Haven proposed a project to build and

furnish a second home, which was accepted by the Junior

League of South Brevard.

The new home, Haven II, opened in October of 2001

— all nine beds were “filled immediately.” As the demand

for care for older children increased, The Haven extended

the age limit of children in its care from birth to age 10 at

admittance.

Because child abuse and neglect continue to be a

serious problem in Brevard County and in Central

Florida, The Haven receives phone calls daily from

agencies needing to place a child.

In 2005, the board of directors approved the purchase

and remodeling of a third home to care for additional

children, said Cales. In late March of 2008, Haven III

welcomed a number of new children “to a home–like

environment.”

Events such as Linen & Lace help raise funds to cover

therapeutic services, extracurricular experiences, and

essentials beyond what the state provides for the 31

foster children who call The Haven home. The Haven is

licensed by the Florida Department of Children and

Families.

While some children remain in The Haven’s care for a

few days, weeks, or months, others have been in its care

for several years. Community Based Care of Brevard

County and other such organizations in Central Florida

refer children to The Haven.

Cales said the homes are staffed 24 hours a day, seven

days a week with caregivers who are “dedicated to

nourishing and protecting the children while meeting

their daily needs and beginning the process of healing

and positive self–growth.”

Cales, who works for Oracle Corp., is a volunteer with

The Haven Guild, a nonprofit entity that supports The

Haven for Children. Membership is open to anyone who

“wishes to support the purpose of The Haven Guild.”

The Haven Guild was founded in 1990, said Cales.

“Most of the nearly 100 founding members continue to

volunteer and support The Haven.” Membership has

increased over the years to roughly 400 people.

The Haven Guild hosts two luncheon meetings for its

members each year, one in February and one in Septem-

ber. These luncheons are a “great time to visit with old

friends and meet new ones while getting an update on

The Haven and Guild activities.”

Membership dues are $25 per year. You can apply

online at www.TheHavenforChildren.com or call Beth

Sweet, membership chairwoman, at 259–1243 or contact

her at BSweet2u@cfl.rr.com.

The Haven Guild operates a thrift store called The

Lamb Shoppe located at 1765 S. Patrick Drive in Indian

Harbour Beach. The all–volunteer–operated shop is open

six days a week from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through

Saturday.

Myra Igo Haley donated the start–up funds to open

the upscale Lamb Shoppe in October of 1999.

“The Lamp Shoppe sells a wide range of merchandise,

everything from kitchen and household items to small

appliances, antiques, books, CDs, and jewelry,” said

Stillie. “The items are sold at huge discounts.”

As for clothing, the Lamb Shoppe accepts clothes for

infants, children, and women. Two years ago the

operation expanded at its current site, adding a furniture

cottage. One of the items to be auctioned at this year’s

Havenly Affair we be an antique carousel horse donated

by James and Betty Nance.

All merchandise for sale at the Lamb Shoppe is

donated by businesses and individuals.

The Lamb Shoppe was established to supplement the

income needed to operate The Haven for Children. The

Haven Guild has worked to make the Lamb Shoppe a big

success. “I’m proud to be part of The Haven Guild,” said

Cales. “It’s a great organization in the community.”
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Specializing in Residential Real Estate
Across the Space Coast since 1983

Over 39 Million SOLD in 2015

RE/MAX Alternative Realty, Inc.
www.kevinhill.com

Kevin R. Hill - Realtor
321-308-2270

Everything

I touch turns to SOLD!

Turn your Yard Sign into
a SOLD SIGN.

Call me TODAY!
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OUR JOB IS TO MAKE YOURS EASIER.
The newly renovated Fairfield Inn & Suites Melbourne gives you confidence that your trip

will succeed. With a great location near I95, we are always ready to welcome you with

amenities like spacious guest rooms, free Wi-Fi, complimentary breakfast and fitness

facilities. At the Fairfield Inn & Suites Melbourne, you’re our #1 priority.

To reserve your room, call 321.722.2220 or
visit Marriott.com/MLBFI.

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott®

Melbourne Palm Bay/Viera
4355 West New Haven Avenue

Melbourne, FL 32904
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Ameriprise created the exclusive Confident Retirement ® 
approach to help answer your retirement questions. I can 
help you break down retirement planning step-by-step to 
get the real answers you need.

Let’s get started today. To learn more, call 321.622.8371.

Leasha Flammio-Watson, CFP®

Private Wealth Advisor

® approach
®

Confident Retirement  is not a guarantee of future financial results. Brokerage, investment 
and financial advisory services are made available through Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc. 
Member FINRA and SIPC. © 2014 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved. 

7195 Murrell Road, Suite 101 | Melbourne, FL 32940  
321.622.8371 | leasha.flammio@ampf.com

Flammio Financial Group
A private wealth advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.ementementg g yementement
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(321) 254-2770

Get your hassle-free quote at 
SorensenMovingandStorage.com 

Agent

Trusted with
moving
your world
since 1956.
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BBarbara C. Wall 
 

Broker Associate 
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices FL Realty 
2000 Highway A1A  
Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937 
Direct 321-308-0335 | Cell 321-749-2444 | Fax 321-768-2891 
Barbara@BarbaraWall.com | www.BarbaraWall.com  
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The easy–to–read 141–page “The Brighter Future

401(k): How You Can Help Employees Rescue Their

Retirement” is published by Advantage, which is a

member of the Advantage Media Group of Charleston, S.C.

“The Brighter Future 401(k)” is available both in print and

as an e–book.

Area employers can receive complementary copies by

visiting www.FirstWaveFinancial.com/BrighterFuture or

401kInfo@FirstWaveFinancial.com. DeVries may be

reached at RDeVries@FirstWaveFinancial.com.

Many workers approaching retirement have limited

financial resources. About half of U.S. households age 55

and older have no retirement savings, such as a 401(k)

plan or an individual retirement account, according to a

2013 Government Accountability Office analysis of the

“Survey of Consumer Finances.”

The eye–opening report shines the spotlight on the

nation’s retirement–savings shortfall, which is pegged at

roughly $4.1 trillion.

Among those with some retirement savings, the median

amount is about $104,000 for households 55 to 64, which is

the equivalent to an inflation–protected annuity of $310

per month. Social Security provides “most of the income”

for about half of households age 65 and older, the GAO

report says.

Couple the report with the fact that a recent study

shows that, across the board, fewer American retirees say

they are “very satisfied” with their retirements, while a

growing number of retirees report that they are “not at all

satisfied” with their retirements.

Based on a 15–year period of research from 1998 to

2012 using data from the University of Michigan’s “Health

and Retirement Study,” the “most comprehensive national

study for older Americans,” results show that a shift is

occurring from “very satisfied” retirees to “moderately

satisfied” and “not at all satisfied” retirees.

Chiesman said that “The Brighter Future 401(k)” puts

things in perspective and provides easy–to–follow steps for

employers and employees. “Sometimes having that big

goal at the end of the rainbow is very overwhelming for

people who may not be great savers or smart savers, yet.”

“But boiling it down to actionable steps that they can

take biweekly or monthly, and seeing what an impact it

would have on their future, is very empowering to people.

And it benefits the employer who is providing this plan for

their employees. We find that it brings energy, creativity,

and engaged employees to the workplace. So it’s a win–win

for all parties involved.”

A new analysis finds that women are more likely than

men to face financial hardship in retirement. A report

released in March by the National Institute on Retirement

Security finds that across all age groups women have

substantially less income in retirement than men. For

women age 65 and older, the statistics indicate that their

typical income is 25 percent lower than men.

The five parts of the book are: “Our Savings Crisis,”

“The Power of Auto,” “Your Role as a Fiduciary,” “Creating

Smart Savers,” and “Measuring Employees’ Success.” The

book took about six months to write and is based on First

Wave Financial’s years of experience.

“Robert is the champion of this book,” said Kirk, a

certified public accountant. “We’ve been offering retire-

ment administration services for a long time. And we

became aware of the challenges in the world of 401(k)

plans, and that’s why we wrote this book. We’re making a

real effort to try to help as many people as we can, plan for

their retirement.”

Their new book is “targeted to employers, that’s the

audience,” added DeVries. “It’s for any employer who may

have questions about whether the plan they are paying for,

and have in place for their employees, is working for

them.”

He said the writing of the book has helped him “focus

on my impact statement of helping 100,000 people live

better in retirement than they live now. That’s what

powers us to get up in the morning and be excited about

the work we do helping people through their employer’s

401(k) plan, save for retirement. There are a lot of ways in

which we help do that, and the book outlines them and

some of the important tools that are used in the process.”

“Businessowners are going to be paying for and

spending time, energy, and effort on providing retirement

benefits for their team, so why not make sure the team

members fully understand the benefits and how best to use

them,” said Chiesman, a University of Central Florida

finance graduate.

DeVries said the key to boosting 401(k) participation is

“employee engagement. That is what has been lacking.

Eighty–percent of all full–time American workers have

access to an employer–sponsored retirement plan, but only

31 percent use them. So the missing link is employee

engagement. And that’s what we are passionate about.”

During FirstWave Financial’s training programs and

employee consultations, “we hear two reasons from

employees who decline to participate in their 401(k)

regularly: they don’t understand how investments work,

and they don’t know how much they need to put aside.”

“So instead of investing in a retirement savings plan

like a 401(k) and taking advantage of deferring taxes,

compounding growth over time, and control over their

financial future, they choose to do nothing, burying their

head in the sand hoping the danger passes. And we know

it won’t,” DeVries writes in the introduction to “The

Brighter Future 401(k).”

He said it’s all about having plans that make it easy for

employees to participate, thus creating smart savers.

There is a chart in “The Brighter Future 401(k)” that

shows the “cost of uninformed investing.”

One of the book’s “action” steps discusses the impor-

tance of a retirement income “gap” statement, “a powerful

tool for illustration to an employee on how incremental

adjustments in ‘payroll deductions’ to their 401(k) can

reduce their current taxes and increase the monthly

income they will have at retirement.”

Most 401(k) record keepers offer these “customized” gap

statements online for employees. “If yours does not, ask

your current advisor to provide a gap statement each year

for your employees,” the authors say in “The Brighter

Future 401(k).”

“For each employee who meets with us, we provide a

personalized ‘gap’ statement,” said DeVries. The statement

is a “customized paycheck report that shows employees

what would happen to their weekly paycheck if they

were to increase their 401(k) contribution by 1 percent,

2 percent, 3 percent or more. It not only gives them the net

tax savings and the net cost to their paycheck, but it also

projects how much money they could accumulate at

retirement, based on an individually determined reason-

able rate of return, and converts that amount into a

monthly income.”

For an example of a gap statement, send an e–mail to

401kInfo@FirstWaveFinancial.com.

DeVries said many employees do not take full advan-

tage of their company’s matching 401(k) contributions.

“You can double your money if your company has a

100 percent match. So it starts with employee education

and getting people excited about that.”

It is estimated that American workers leave $24 billion

in unclaimed 401(k) company matches on the table every

year, according to a research report titled “Missing Out:

How Much Employer 401(k) Matching Contributions do

Employees Leave on the Table?” The report was compiled

by Financial Engines, a public company.

It examined the savings records of 4.4 million retire-

ment–plan participants at 553 companies, and found that

one–in–four employees (25 percent) miss out on receiving

the full company 401(k) match by not saving enough.

For the typical employee, failing to receive the full

match leaves $1,336 of potential “free money” on the table

each year, which equates to an extra 2.4 percent of annual

income not received. With compounding, this could amount

to as much as $45,855 over 20 years.

Retirement plans are attractive recruiting tools and

help separate businesses in the marketplace, especially

small enterprises.

“Lower turnover, more loyalty, and more productivity

— all these things happen when you have a motivated

work force,” said Kirk, who started his career as a CPA in

1978 after graduating from the University of Florida. He

went on to found CPA Wealth Management Services in

1995, known today as FirstWave Financial. “The 401(k)

plan could be a game–changer to help a lot of positive

things happen inside a company.”

Kirk is also the author of “Are You Worried About Your

Money? How To Gain Confidence About Your Money in a

Rapidly Changing World.”

He published that book three years ago and it is

available on Amazon.com. The book has steps and

checklists to help you update your plan and take control of

your financial destiny.

FirstWave Financial provides employers with a range

of retirement–planning services. “We offer a 20–minute

Webinar, which is free of charge to the employer,” DeVries

said.

“We’ll go through the features that will create actions

and make it more likely that the employees will succeed in

retirement saving. Moving the needle in the area of

employee engagement — moved by such things as

increasing their participation and increasing the number

of people who take advantage of the match. — is very

important. Our mission is to help employers have the right

kind of tools and plans available to increase the likelihood

of their participants’ success,” said DeVries.
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